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THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS WORK

1) To use internet and literature data mining for etymological, linguistic and bibliometric/webometric study of the word CHEMOMETRICS

2) To find languages in which CHEMOMETRICS is known, and to rationalize the obtained orthographic and pronunciation forms in terms of linguistics, geography, history and science development

3) To correlate bibliometric and webometric results for CHEMOMETRICS with chemometric activities in Europe and worldwide

CHEMOMETRICS: LINGUISTIC REALITY

EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS & DATA MINING
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Figure 9. Five descriptors for Europe and the world were generated: log(Pub) – log of No. WOS 
publications with CHEMOMETR* in topics; 1stpub – the corresponding first publication date; 
log(WWW+1) – log form of the No. Google hits for English CHEMOMETRICS (WWW); HDI – 2002 
human development index; RIRD – researchers in research and development index for 1990-2001. 
The correlograms are for Europe, similar to those for the world (not shown).

Figure 7. Growth of No. WOS 
publications with CHEMOMETR* 
in topics and address. 
Exponential-like increase is 
visible for the both growths.
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chemometrics = chemo- + -metrics (chemometry = chemo- + -metry)

chemo-

chemistry (Modern & Middle English)

chemist (Middle & Modern English)

chimiste (Middle French) or chimista (Med. Latin)

chimie (Middle French)

chymia, chemia (Medieval Latin)

al-kimiya (Arabic)

? khemet (Ancient Egyptian or Coptic)
? chemeia, chymos (Late Greek)
? chemres (Late Antiquity Hebrew)
? quin (Medieval Chinese)

-metrics
metrics (subst.)
metric, metrical (adj.)

metric (adj., Middle English)

metrique (adj., Old & Middle French)

metrica (adj., Class.&Late&Med. Latin)

metrike (adj. fem. sing.)
metrikea (adj. neutr. pl.)
(Classical Greek)

metrein (verb: to measure, Class. Greek)

met- (a Proto-Indo-European root for the verb to measure)

-metry
-metry (subst., Modern 
English)

-metrie (subst., Middle 
English)

-métrie (subst., Old&Mid. 
French)

-metria (subst., 
Class.&Late&Med. Latin)

-metria (subst., fem. sing.)
metria (subst., fem. sing.)
(Classical&Late Greek)

P R E S E N T    D A Y

ANTIQUITY OR NEOLITHIC N E O L I T H I C

CHEMOMETRICS: 
COMPLETE  ETYMOLOGY

Figure 1. CHEMOMETRICS was coined in 

January 1971 by Prof. Svante Wold first in 

Swedish (kemometri) and then in 

English1. Figure shows complete 

etymology of English CHEMOMETRICS 

and the most frequent equivalent

CHEMOMETRY as well as their roots from

antiquity/neolithic times to present days.

CHEMOMETRICS: LINGUISTIC, GEOGRAPHIC AND HISTORICAL TIES

Figure 2. Official science and higher

education languages in Europe (left) and Asia

(right) and their linguistic classification and

geographic distribution. Underlined are 

languages for which CHEMOMETRICS is 

known in Asia. The languages in Asia marked

with (*) have at least one form for 

CHEMOMETRICS consisting only of CHEMO-

and -METRICS. The influence of Indo-

European languages in Asia is obvious.

Figure 3. Lexicostatistical tree2 of Indo-European family and branches, with
particular languages in which CHEMOMETRICS is known.

1Esbensen K, Geladi P (1990) J Chemometr
4:389

2Cavalli-Sforza LL. Genes, Povos, Línguas. 
Companhia de Letras: São Paulo, SP, 2003.

Figure 4. CHEMOMETRICS (-ICS) versus CHEMOMETRY (-Y) in all languages? 
Putative classification of orthographic (left) and pronunciation (right) end forms
of CHEMOMETRICS exhibits three main groups (K, I, J) and not only two as 
many chemometricians would expect (K and I, equivalent to -ICS and -Y, 
respectively). This analysis is based on the data from extended Table 1.

CHEMOMETRICS in:
48 languages, 82 orthographic forms,
127 pronunciation forms,
10 writting system – on 6 continents

Figure 5. Geographic distribution of CHEMOMETRICS orthography & pronunciation in Europe. Left: CHEM- particle. Middle: -MO- (-MIO) particle. Right: -TRIX particle.

Figure 6. Geographic frequency distribution of CHEMOMETRICS in Europe. Left: Predominant orthographic forms. Middle: CHEMOMETRICS versus CHEMOMEMTRY in 
WOS publications. Right: No. Google hits for CHEMOMETRICS in national languages.

Figure 8. Distribution function of No. WOS publications with
CHEMOMETR* in topics. Classes belong to log units of this
number: 1 (0-0.5 units), 2 (0.5-1), 3 (1-1.5), 4 (1.5-2), 5 (2-2.5), 6 
(2.5-3), and 7 (3-3.5). Hypothetical Europe means without
disruption of USSR, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia. The
tendendy of normal curve formation is visible, especially in 
Europe. Eastern Europe political changes slow down this trend.

Figure 10. PCA scores plot for Europe, using the five
autoscaled descriptors. The countries are marked
with internet country domain names. The highest
organizational level of chemometrics is marked by
diamonds: chemometric society (red), chemometric
laboratories (blue), and other (green). The countries
with WOS publications with CHEMOMETR* in 
address are marked by empty red squares. With
exception of CH, TR and IE, higher chemometric
activity is concentrated in the region of red/blue
diamongs and red squares. Analogue and more 
complete situation is observed for the world (not
shown), what means that chemometrics is closely
related to scientific and technological development.


